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PREFACE 

This document is the result of studies originating within the North
east Fishery Management Task Force. The Task Force, organized in 1979 
by the New England and lVlid-Atlantic Fishery Management Councils and 
funded by the NMFS, seeks to promote discussion and dialogue on the 
major issues of fishery management and to explore the effects of various 
fishery management alternatives. 

Composed of representatives from the fishing industry, Regional 
Fishery Management Councils, federal and state agencies, academic in
stitutions, and general public, the Task Force will operate in three phases. 
The first phase will assemble background information for identifying and 
analyzing management options. The second phase will examine this 
background information to determine the data requirements, regulatory 
measures, administrative procedures, and enforcement methods 
associated with each management option. The third phase will critically 
review the various options for application to specific fisheries, particularly 
the Atlantic demersal finfish fishery. 

This document is one of eight developed under Phase I operations, 
all of which are being issued in the NOAA Technical :."Hemorandum 
N:"HFS-FiNEC series. This document and six others functionally serve as 
appendixes to the eighth and leading document for Phase I operations
"Overview Document of the Northeast Fishery Management Task Force, 
Phase I." 

Jon A. Gibson, Coordinator 
NOAA Technical iWemorandum NA1FS-F INEC series 
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INTRODUCTION 

The fishery resource of the Northwest Atlantic from 
Georges Bank to Cape Hatteras has undergone dramatic 
changes in many respects during the course of its 
regularly recorded history. Inhabited by over 200 
different species of fish, this region has been of major 
fisheries importance since the 15th century. A number of 
its fisheries (Figure 1) have been of great international 
consequence. 

In the United States many species are of considerable 
importance for recreational fishing. These species either 
inhabit coastal waters for prolonged periods of their 
lives, or frequent such inshore areas seasonally. The 
relative percentages of recreational, foreign, and U.S. 
commercial catch contributing to the total catch for each 
species in the year 1970 are shown in Figure 2 (Duel 
19';'3, ICNAF 1972a). Data from 1970 have been 
presented because it is the most recent year for which 
recreational catch estimates are available for all species. 
Recreational fishing effort appears to be increasing 
(Figure 3) {Clark 1962; Duel and Clark 1968; Duel 
197:3) . 

The waters of the Northwest Atlantic, from Georges 
Bank to Cape Hatteras are among the most productive 
in the world in terms of finfish biomass per unit area. 
The current estimate of maximum sustainable yield is 
900,000 metric tons (T) for tinfish and squid (Brown et 
a1. !976). The total average catch of each species in ab
solute values for 1969-1978 is given in Figure 4 and the 
basic commercial and recreational data are given in 
Table 1 and Table 2 respectively. The values in Figure 3 
represent the sum of all recreational, foreign, and U.S. 
commercial catch (food and industria!), and indicate the 
magnitude of the fishery for each species relative to all 
others. Average landings totaled 900,000 T and there 
were 26 species for which individual averages were 3,000 
T or greater. 

The major function of fisheries research is to deter
mine resource productivity, and to evaluate natural 
causes of population fluctuations and man's fishing im
pact. ~atural changes in the environment are factors 
largely responsible for fluctuations in fish abundance. 
However. the intensity of man's fishing effort can be the 
::JVerriding determinant and is the only controllable fac
tor affecting abundance. 

Fisheries management in the 010rthwest Atlantic es
;entially began in 1953, when the International Commis
;ion for the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries (IC:":AFl, then 
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three years old, imposed mesh-sized regulations on some 
fisheries (lC0iAF 1953). Prior to 1960, the area off the 
coast of the Northeastern United States was fished 
almost exclusively by a coastal fleet of small U.S. \'essels 
of under 300 gross registered tons (GRT). Fishing effort 
was not sufficient to impair the productivity of the 
resource as a whole, although a few traditional ground
fish stocks were near full exploitation. 

Landings during the 1950's averaged less than 500,000 
T; the total resource was quite stable, and many large 
stocks were virtually unexploited. This situation 
changed dramatically in 1961, when distant-water Heets 
began to fish Atlantic herring' on Georges Bank and in 
the course of this activity discovered large groundfish 
stocks. Subsequent fishing effort was directed towards 
groundfish in the 1960's, and catches of groundfish and 
squid rose to 700,000 T in 1965 (ICNAF 1967). Ground
fish catches subsequently declined, and as a result, effort 
was again shifted towards herring and also mackerel. 
resulting in a peak catch of 670,000 T of principal 
pelagics in 1971 (IC N AF 1972a 1. Landings of other fin
fish rose to 21.5,000 T in 1969 nCNAF 1971) and landings 
of squid rose to a 57,000 T peak in 1973 (lC0iAF 1975) 
(Canada is the basic source of fishery statistics for this 
area). Landings for all species averaged about 1.2 x 106 

:\iIT for 1971-1973 (ICNAF 1972b; ICNAF 1974a; ICNAF 
1975). This is substantially larger than the YlSY of 900.-
000 NIT estimated by Brown et al. (1976), Many of the 
stocks heavily fished during this period of expansion suf
fered dramatic declines in abundance in the early 1970's. 
By 1974, a comprehensive management regime had been 
instituted under ICNAF {ICNAF 1973, 1974b). Since 
passage of the Fisheries Management Conservation Act 
in 1976, overall fishing (predominantly distant-water 
fleets) has been even further reduced. While there have 
been considerable increases in the overall resources, 
some stocks have not yet recovered. 

This paper reviews the recent history and current 
status of fisheries for 28 important species in the 
Northwest Atlantic plus total finfish and squid. Current 
estimates of biological conditions that renect production 
potential are presented in Table 1. Both research survey 
and commercial data are used for these reviews. The sur
vey indices are those from bottom trawl surveys made by 
the Northeast Fisheries Center of the National ~lar:ne 
Fisheries Service (see Grosslein 1969 and Clark. :979 for 
description of survey). 



SYNOPSES OF SPECIES 

Atlantic Cod 

Four major geographical groups of Atlantic cod have 
been recognized in the waters off the northeastern 
United States: Gulf of Maine, Georges Bank, Southern 
.\"ev,f England, and the New ,Jersey coast (Wise, 1962).2 
Studies indicate that intermingling between the Gulf of 
:v'Iaine and the other groups is minimal while mixing 
between the three southerly groups is more extensive, 
particularly between the three Southern )J"ew England 
and the New .Jersey populations. South of Long Island, 
cod eggs and larvae have been routinelv recorded 
although the virtual absence of juvenile ~od in the 
southern area compared to the number of adults suggests 
that the New Jersey population may not be self
sustaining." In addition to exchanges within these areas 
off the northeastern United States, there is also some 
movement of the Gulf of :YIaine fish into and out of the 
Bay of Fundy. and some minor exchanges across the 
Fundian Channel from Georges Bank, to the Scotian 
Shelf and Browns Bank. Cod have a long history of com
mercial fishing in the Northwest Atlantic; there was a 
considerable increase in the latter part of the 1960's due 
to expansion of L'SSR Canadian, and Spanish effort on 
Georges Bank:1 This increased effort and resultant catch 
t()!iowed an apparently modest increase in the Georges 
Bank population size. Following this heavy exploitation, 
the p0pulation declined and the fisherv became more 
dependent on current recruitment than- formerly. Con
comitantly. cod became less abundant in more southerly 
areas in wintertime than before. Following the reduction 
in the fishing effort of the distant-water fleet and the en
try of the 1971 and 1975 classes into the Georges Bank 
population. the catch increased. Presently, the 1975 year 
class is maintaining itself in the population longer than 
t,ho~e year classes preceding it despite fishing effort 
slightly abo\'e that which might be expected to sustain 
the highest catch rate in the long term. This is an indica
tion both of the size of the year class and the reduced 
mortality rate compared to that of the late 1960's and 
early 1970's. The Gulf of Maine catch has increased con
siderably in recent years following entry into the fishery 
of some good year classes. Year classes of cod in the areas 
considered in this paper, have not exhibited the extreme 
fluctuation found in many other species. Given the past 
history of lower catches in the Gulf of Maine. an area 
which has had a long history of fishing, concern has been 
expressed that cod may not be able to support catches at 
t he current level for an extended period of time. 4· 5· 6 

Haddock 

The haddock stock on Georges Bank has been a classic 
!'or fishery management. Catch history and scientific 
data in the period from 1930 to the early 1960's indicated 
ct \'erv stable population despite fluctuation in year-class 
size I a ratio of 6 to 1 in recruiting year-class size 
excluding the extremely abundant 1963 year·class and 
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about 20 to 1 including it). 7. '''" The number of year 
classes in the population to a large degree. stabilized the 
stock. so that yields averaged close to 50,000 metric tons 
throughout the period despite the year class variability. 
The stock collapsed in the 1960's, the result of a series of 
years with very low year class production. These came 
just before the extremely heavy removals by the foreign 
neet in the mid-1960's lowered the spawning stocks to 
lOae of earlier years. Throughout the late 1960's and into 
the 1970's. spawning produced low year classes. 
Variability was greater than in the earlier periods ( 100 to 
1 excluding 1975 and about 1,200 to 1 including it).7.'; 
This indicates that recruitment at low spawning stock 
levels has higher variability. considerably lower sized 
year classes on the average, and much less frequent good 
year classes. The 1975 year class was extremely strong 
ranking with the larger ones that occurred during the 
pre-1964 period. The fact that such good year classes oc
curred so infrequently in the latter period compared to 
earlier. supports the overall importance of maintaining 
an adequate spawning stock. The 1975 year class was 
followed by two poor year classes similar to those iust 
preceding it. The entrv of the 1975 year class incre~sed - . 
the population by an order of magnitude.~ Management 
attempted to hold back the removals which, at this pop
ulation level, would easily have yielded more than 50.000 
tons of fish similar to catches occurring during the 
1950's. With the higher fishing mortality rates that the 
present fleet is capable of exerting, the ~onsequences of 
completely uncontrolled fishing would have been e\'en 
more severe. The ~ew England Regional Fisheries 
Nlanagement Council's goals were to hold back fishing 
mortality allo\ving the 1975 year class to recruit to the 
spawning stock, maintaining it at as large a size as possi
ble until other good year classes recruited. This was in
tended to result in a more stable spawning stock con
sisting of several year classes. The results of ~EFC 
research survey indicate that the 1978 'lear class. the 
first spawned by the 1975 year class, is of ~ size typical of 
the 1930·1960 period. 

The 1979 )J"EFC summer research survey "'ave 
preliminary indications that the 1979 year class ~avoalso 
fall into that range of values. If these leveis of re~ruit
ment continue. the haddock and fishing mortality held 
to moderate levels will soon resemble in terms of the 
number of age groups, spawning stock. and total abem
dance. the conditions existing prior to entry of the 
foreign neets. This would imply a continuing yield 
averaging between 40,000 and 50.000 T, if fishing effort is 
held at moderate levels. It should be realized that vearlv 
catches will vary about these averages. .. 

Haddock in the Gulf of Maine have appeared over the 
years to follow generally the same population trends as 
those on Georges Bank. If this pattern continues this 
stock will also be in a condition similar to former periods. 
Its yield, however. would be on the average about 10 to 
:20 percent of that on Georges Bank, given histe'!'ical 
values. ' 



Pollock 

Pollock is a trans boundary stock found on Georges 
Bank, the Scotian Shelf, and in the Gulf of Maine. The 
primary spawning area appears to be in the 
southwestern Gulf of Maine (Clark et a1. 1977). Both 
Canada and the United States have increased their 
pollock fishing in recent years. Indications are that 
pollock are now at a level of abundance slightly higher 
than a few years earlier although current catch statistics 
are questionable, making it difficult to indicate the 
predicted catch for a given level of effort. There is some 
indication that catch per unit effort in the commercial 
fishery may be declining slightly, this and certain 
biological considerations support a conclusion that a 
fishing mortality lower than currently existing in the 
fishery would result over time in maintaining a higher 
sustainable catch rate, a more abundant stock size, and 
greater stability in the fisJiery. Catch levels about 20Cc 
lower than at present 10 would be required to achieve this. 

Silver Hake 

Silver hake are found on the ~ova Scotian Shelf south 
to the Middle Atlantic. General distribution studies in
dicate that the ~ova Scotian, Georges Bank, Southern 
0iew England-Middle Atlantic, and the Gulf of Maine 
fish have some degree of stock separation, with the 
greatest degree of separation being with the )lova Sco
tian stock. Stock analyses (Anderson et ai., 1980) in
dicate that trends in abundance in these three southern 
stocks have differed over the years. There are also 
morphometric studies (Conover et a1. 1961) reporting 
stock differences indicating some degree of separation 
and differential response to fishing pressure. 

Silver hake spawning stocks on Georges Bank in
creased about six-fold from the middle 1950's to a peak 
in the middle 1960's, then declined to somewhat lower 
levels as fishing mortality increased greatly with entry of 
the distant-water fleets. Following removal of that effort. 
the stock has recovered to levels approximately 112 to 2 
times that of the middle 1950's, but only to about 11 to 
114 of the peak period size (Anderson et at., 1980). The 
stock now appears to be stabilizing with recent recruit
ment at lower levels. 

The Southern ~ew England-Middle Atlantic stock of 
silver hake was exploited by a U.S. industrial fishery in 
the 1950's. The population increased six-fold to a peak in 
the middle 1960's and then declined to levels slightly 
above those existing in the 1950's (Anderson et aI., 
1980). With reduction of fishing mortality and the oc
currence of strong year classes, the stock is rebuilding 
and is now almost as large as it was during much of the 
1960's. 

Silver hake in the Gulf of Maine declined steadily 
during the latter half of the 1950's and throughout the 
1960·s. reaching low points in the 1970's. Poor year 
classes occurred during the latter 1960's. Since that 
time, year class strength has improved but not to the 
ievels observed previously. The demise of the c.S.A. 
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shrimp fishery with its associated by-catch of immature 
silver hake may be a factor in the improvement seen in 
this particular stock through 1978. Very high fishing 
rates occurred in the late 1950's and the very early 1960's 
(Anderson et a!., 1980). Since then, fishing mortality 
has been reduced, assisting recovery of the stock. The 
spawning stock is now about one-third of that observed 
at peak levels. but about three times that observed at the 
lowest level of abundance. 

Red Hake 

Red hake are located primarily in the Georges Bank. 
and Southern ~ew England-:\liddle Atlantic area. 
Distribution studies and following trends in abundance 
suggest that the Southern New England-.\liddle Atlan
tic fish are to some extent separate from those on 
Georges Bank. j 1 The Georges Bank stock was essentially 
unfished until the middle 1960's entry of the distant
water neets. The accumulated stock was harvested and 
reduced to a level at which the fishery depended on an
nual productivity. From the later 1960's, the spawning 
stock increased somewhat into the early 1970's. It has 
been reduced to slightly lower levels at the present 
time.l~ The Southern ~ew England-.\1iddle Atlantic red 
hake stock has a longer history of fishing being an impor
tant component of U.S.A. industrial catches in the 
1950's. It also supported very high catches in the middle 
1960's as a result of the entrance of the distant-water 
fleets. Fishing effort has since decreased. Abundance 
trends are available only for the more recent period. 
They indicate a relatively steady decline in abundance 
from peaks in the latter 1960's and the early 1970's, ",·hen 
the stock size was about twice that at the present time. 
Indications are that the recent year classes are somewhat 
larger than those in the early 1970's.:; 

White Hake 

White hake may possibly be considered as a single 
stock throughout the Scotian Shelf, Gulf of Maine. and 
Georges Bank area.:· Centers of abundance appear to lie 
in the deep areas of the Gulf of .\Iaine. Catches have in
creased considerably in the 1970·s. Canada taking the 
largest proportion. ?\EFC bottom trawl surveys indicate 
that the stock has remained relatively constant since 
1968 somewhat more abundant than earlier.'4 The extent 
to which sustainable catches could be increased is not 
known. 

Atlantic Mackerel 

Atlantic mackerel range from Cape Hatteras to :\ew
foundland (Sette 1950: Anderson and Paciorkowski. in 
press). Stock biomass declined in 1977 to a low point 
about one-fifth of the 1969 peak, approximate Iv to the 
level of the early 1960's: it has begun to recover since. 
Spawning stock has declined to a low level in 1979. hut 
survey data indicate that it should begin to recover 
shortly. The peak population resulted from recruit 



ment of several very good year classes (Anderson and 
Paciorkowski, in press; Anderson 1979). The existence of 
stock recruitment relationships is not clearly evident, 
but it is probable that spawning stocks measurably 
smaller than in the early 1960's' stocks would produce 
fewer good year classes and more poor ones. There was a 
considerable restriction of distant-water fleet fishing 
during the late 1970's. The 1978 year class appears to be 
the largest in the past few years and will accelerate the 
rebuilding of the stock. The spawning stock can be 
expected to improve both in 1980 and 1981 based on en
try of this year class. t.'i This should bring the mackerel 
spawning stock significantly above the minimal levels 
observed at present, if harvest is maintained at the 
moderate levels of recent years. Restricted fishing in 
1980 may not only increase the spawning potential, but 
should also increase yield per recruit. 10 

Redfish 

The red fish stock is characterized by many year 
and \'ery late recruitment to the fishery (Kelly 

and Wolf 1959: Ylayo, in press).l6 In the Gulf of Maine 
the stock size is considerably lower than in earlier years. 
The fishery has become increasingly concentrated on a 
single year class (1971), compared to previous years in 
which individuals 20 to 30 years old have comprised 
significant portions of the catch. The 1971 year class is 
the only strong year class since 1963. It has now fully 
recruited to the fishery with apparently no significant 
recruitment following. Thus. to prevent further decline 
requires h<lrvesting only very small catches compared to 
the eariier ones. which in part represented removals of 
dccumulated ,;tock that had built up over the years when 
fishing mortality was low. There are further indications 
that the redfish stock consists of separate groups or 
"pocket,,"; the fleet fishing a given area to low abun
dance. and then moving to another pocket. Presently, it 
appears that all "pockets" in the Gulf of Maine have 
heen reduced in abundance Gvlayo. in press). 

Yellowtail Flounder 

Yellowtail nounder stocks have been studied most 
extensively on Georges Bank and Southern .New 
England: less is known about the Cape Cod and New 
York-~1iddle Atlantic area (Royce et al. 1959; Lux 1969; 
Sissenwine 1977) ,17.18.19 The Cape Cod stock has been 
fished steadily for many years and appears to be main· 
taining itself at its current modest level, although 
recorded commercial catch-per-day is less than it was in 
the late 1960's.l~ The Georges Bank stock entered 1979 at 
very 1m". levels, having declined considerably from the 
middle 1960's. :';·19 It would take several good year classes 
fished only moderately to rebuild this population. The 
Southern ::-:ew England stock supported large yellowtail 
catches during the 1940's and again during the 1960's. 
Catches were low in the 1950's, as they have been recent· 
ly. Pre-recruit indices indicated that these very low pop
ulations would increase in 1979: commercial fishery data 
confirm this. ,:) The extent to which these recruits to the 
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fishery will accumulate in the spawning stock remains to 
be seen. Commercial catch-per-day just prior to 1979 
was quite low relative to earlier years. The present 
spawning stock level of yellowtail flounder may be low 
enough so that even with increasingly favorable en
vironmental conditions, which seem to be occurring in 
Southern ).;ew England, a lower frequency of good year 
classes can be expected than with a larger spawning 
stock. Middle Atlantic catches and stock appear lower 
than they were in the early 1970's. 

Winter Flounder 

Winter flounder are distributed along the coast and 
out onto Georges Bank. They are fairly sedentary and 
there appear to be local populations along the coast. 
There does not seem to be an appreciable movement 
from Georges Bank to the inshore grounds. 20 Winter 
flounder in general appear to have been somewhat lower 
in abundance in the early 1970's than in the 1960'5. 
possibly as a result of by-catch in the heavy offshore 
fishery.'" Stock sizes in the 1970's, particularly on 
Georges Bank, have increased to about early 1960's 
levels. The commercial catch has also increased. 

Summer Flounder 

Summer flounder are found from Cape Hatteras to 
Cape Cod with the center of abundance in the ~1iddle
Atlantic area. Populations south of Cape Hatteras may 
be distinct trom those to the north (\Vilk and Smith 
19801. Commercial landings were high in the late 1950's 
and then declined throughout the 1960's. Summer 
flounders were subjected to the general increased fishing 
mortality in the mixed offshore fishery of the distant 
water fleet: with reduction of this mortality, c.s. 
catches have increased. Survey cruise abundance indices 
indicate increased abundance in the 1970's compared 
with the 1960'S.21 

American Plaice 

American plaice are primarily found in the deeper 
waters of the Gulf of :'vlaine. They are also located on the 
Scotian Shelf and are more important to the fisheries 
there than off the U.S. coast. American plaice appears to 
be a sedentary species; there is probably little mixture 
between areas. Populations appeared to decline in the 
latter 1960's and early 1970's and have since increased to 
early 1960 levels. Commerical catch is now higher than 
in the early 1960·s. 20 

Windowpane Flounder 

Windowpane flounder occur primarily in the Georges 
Bank and Southern :\ew England areas. It has 
traditionally been a by-catch species but recently, com
mercial landings have increased. primarily on Georges 
Bank. Only the very largest individuals of this species 
are landed for food; others have been discarded or used 
for industrial purposes. On Georges Bank, the survey in
dices have been significantly higher during the 19';'0's 
than in the 1960·s. The Southern ::-:ew England indices. 



in contrast, indicate a slight decline from the earlier 
1960's to the early 1970's followed by a modest recovery 
typical of many of the species which were subjected to 
the distant-water fleet fishery before its curtailment. 20 

Witch Flounder 

Witch flounder, like American plaice, are also found in 
deeper water areas, predominantly in the Gulf of Maine. 
They appear to be relatively stationary fish and are un
likely to mix with witch flounder on the Scotian Shelf. 
Abundance has been fairly stable throughout the entire 
period. However, the lowest survey abundance indices 
occurred following the peak removals of the early 1970's, 
when total international effort approximately doubled 
previous levels. 20 The U.S. catch dropped after the early 
1970's reaching a low point in 1976; however, in 1977 and 
1978 catch and population both seemed to have 

_ recovered. 

Atlantic Herring 

Atlantic herring spawn in three major areas between 
~ova Scotia and Cape Hatteras: on northern Georges 
Bank, on the southwest part of the Gulf of Maine (Jef
freys Ledge) and off .Nova Scotia (Lurchers ShoalsL 
There have been fisheries for adults on the spawning 
grounds. and more recently on the over wintering and 
spring concentrations in which there appears to be some 
degree of intermixture between stocks. Furthermore, 
there is a juvenile fishery along the coasts of :'v'laine and 
New Brunswick. All herring spawning stock levels are 
now considerably lower than in the 1960's (Anthony and 
Waring 1980, in press). The Georges Bank stock still 
appears to be extremely small as a result of the con
tinued heavy fishing effort during a period of poor year
class production, with no firm indication as yet of 
rebuilding of this stock. The Jeffreys Ledge spawning 
area had a concentration in 1978 consisting of 1970 and 
1973 year class fish. The 1976 year class appears 
reasonably strong and supported the bulk of the 1979 
fishery in the first part of the year. The extent to which 
the spawning stocks rebuild depends on the degree that 
they are allowed to accumulate biomass. Three year aids 
do not often contribute greatly to the spawning stock on 
Jeffreys Ledge but have in certain years been major con
tributors on Georges Bank (Anthony and Waring, in 
press). When Atlantic herring stocks are very low they 
may remain low for a considerable period before good 
year classes recruit to rebuild the fishery. 

River Herring 

The river herring fishery is directed towards two 
species: alewife and blueback herring. The center of the 
fishery is in Virginia and .North Carolina. This was en
tirely a U.S.A. inshore fishery until 1967 when the 
distant-water fleets began harvesting river herring in the 
offshore regions. At this time the stock declined 
precipitously. Despite cessation of the offshore fishery, 
spawning success in the major rivers has continued to be 
very low. and the stocks are now at historically low 
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levels.::!2 In the Gulf of Maine there has been, in contrast, 
a gradual but steady increase in recent years, probably 
due to improvement in stream conditions resulting from 
conserva tion measures. 23 

Black Sea Bass 

Commercial catch statistics for black sea bass reflect a 
steady decline in abundance from a peak in the early 
1950's. A general low was reached in the early 1970's. Re
cent catches have shown a modest increase but remain 
at about 25CC of the early 1950's level. Black sea bass 
exhibit a sexual transformation generally between ages 2 
and 5, beginning life as females and later transforming 
into males (Kendall 1977). Most of the exploited black 
sea bass consequently are males. It is postulated by Ken
dall and Mercer (in press) that heavy fishing pressure 
could cause an imbalance in the spawning population so 
favoring the number of females that the remaining males 
might not be sufficient for adequate reproduction. The 
recreational catch is thought to be consistently larger 
than the commercial, although data on the recreational 
catch is sketchy. In the 1970's the recreational catch 
comprised more than 75S: of the total catch of black sea 
bass. Survey indices indicate that 1969 and 1974 were 
years of relatively high abundance. The 1978 abundance 
index was 44CC less than the 1967 -1978 average. 

Skates 

Skates have been taken frequently throughout the 
history of the U.S. trawl fishery; most of them have been 
discarded but some have been landed for industrial and 
food purposes. During the period of intense distant
water neet fishing, skate catches also increased. The 
larger proportion of the catch consisted of big, little, and 
thorny skates. Skate abundance in trawl survey catches 
has declined in recent years. Increased U.S.A. trawling 
may to some degree be substituting for part of the 
distant-water fleet effort. Being a species of relativeiy 
low fecundity, skates can be expected to have a longer 
recovery time than more fecund species. Recruitment 
studies based on survey length frequency data indicate 
no evidence for the dominant year classes which serve to 
speed stock recovery in other species.!l 

Scup 

Historical landings of scup reflect large fluctuations in 
population size (Morse 1978), Poor spawning success. in
creased fishing pressure (both distant-water neets and 
domestic), and high discard levels of juveniles combined 
to reduce scup catches dramatically from the early 
1960's to the early 1970's. Landings in the 1970's were 
about 20-22'; of the peak in the 1960's and the catch in 
1973 was .SOC f less than the 1929·1973 average. The 197fj 
survey abundance index was the largest in the 1967 197~ 
data series; the next largest value was in 1969: :3W; \)1' 
1.976. cl A three-year running average for the survey in
dices shows an increase in 1976-1978 that more than 
doubles the average of previous years in the series. 



Butterfish 

Buttei'fish were the basis of a very modest U.S. fishery 
prior to 1960; after which these were subjected to in
creased exploitation from the distant-water fleets 
(:\luraw;.;ki et al. 1975), As a result, the population 
became dominated by younger age groups (Murawski 
and Waring 1978). Recently, the reduction in the 
distant-water fleet catch has resulted in a decrease in 
fishing mortality rates and an increase in the average age 
of the fish in the population. Recent survey cruise total 
abundance indices are slightly lower than the 1963-1978 
average. as is the recruitment index. :-.Ievertheless, sur
vey indices are still well within the range of values 
necessary to support a fishery larger than that now 
existing. 2' 

Spiny Dogfish 

In the :-';orthwest Atlantic the spiny dogfish ranges 
from ~ewfoundland to ?'-iorth Carolina, and is common 
n continental shelf waters down to 200 m (Jensen 1965). 

It undergoes diel vertical migrations, with daytime 
catches considerably larger than those at night. The 
spiny dogfish is among the most numerous species in the 
:-;orthwest Atlantic. The estimated range of total 
biomass for the ~ew England area alone is from 170,000 
T to :225.000 T.:'>6 Despite the large biomass of the 
;;pecies. the market lboth food and industrial is very 
~mall. The catch of the species in the Northwest Atlantic 
in most years has been significantly below the total 
production of the fishY Recently. the U.S.A. has 
developed a small export market of about 2,000 T of 
dogfish fillets with the European nations; this has in
creased in 1979. The reproductive potential of the 
dogfish is relatively low; it is unlikely that the stock 
could sustain a yield of over 20('0 of its size for a con
tinued period of time (Holden 1968). The 1978 survey in
dex for spiny dogfish shows no appreciable change from 
the 1967-1978 average. 

Angler-Goosefish 

Clark and Brown (1977) estimated the biomass of 
angler at 18.000 T based on survey data from 1968 to 
197 -!: for Browns Bank, ~ova Scotia, to Cape Hatteras. 
Both food and industrial use of goosefish is low. The 
l'.S.A. is responsible for only 4C-c of the removals per year 
from Cape Hatteras to the eastern end of the Nova Sco
tian Shelf since 1966. The U.S.S.R. has taken most of 
the remaining 96'(. Since 1966, landings for food have 
increased. The 1978 survey index is 31 c:;; greater than the 
1967-1978 average, and the 1977 and 1978 values are the 
largest seen since 1972. 

Ocean Pout 

Knowledge of historical trends in the ocean pout 
fishery is somewhat obscure. In the New England area. 
commercial landings were negligible up to and during 
the 1930's and most of the catch was discarded. Land
ings t1uctuated between 21 and 52 T from 1935 to 1942. 
In 1943. attempts to market ocean pout as a food fish 
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were frustrated by parasitic lesions caused by a proto
zoan. which proved to be a recurring problem (Sheehy et 
aL 1974). During the 1950's, U.S.A. landings were almost 
entirely industriaL Ocean pout comprised a substantial 
part of the total U.S. industrial fishery' between 1970 and 
1974. Distant-water fleet vessels we're involved in the 
fishery from 1966 to 1974, peaking in 1969 at 27,000 T. It 
declined to an average level of 5,600 T from 1970 to 1974. 
Since 1974 the ocean pout fishery has been essentially 
domestic only. Declines in relative abundance of 74( for 
Southern ~ew England and 82CC for Georges Bank have 
been reported for the period 1963 to 1974 (Clark and 
Brown 1977). Total U.S.A. landings in 1977 were 1,060 
T; more than 50\(: of these were marketed as food fish. 
The 1978 survey index is 51 CC greater than the 1976 to 
1978 average. Years with poor indices seem to be 
preceded by years of relatively heavy fishing. 

Northern Shrimp 

Landings of northern shrimp from the western Gulf of 
Maine peaked at 13.000 T in 1969 but have recentlv 
become essentially non-existent. Water temperature~ 
are declining and may be more favorable now than in the 
recent past for production of good year classes to build a 
larger spawning stock and a single year class fishery. In 
latter years, fishery effort has concentrated on several 
age groups including small males prior to their transfor
mation into female spawners; historically the ~1aine 
winter fishery focused on egg-bearing females (Anthony 
and Clark 1978; Clark and Anthony. in press; Dow 1977; 
Wigley 1973).''''2~ At this time the fishery is closed to 
allow the stock to recover to levels at which good 
reproduction can be expected more frequently. 

Loligo Squid 

Loligo squid populations are very volatile; the species 
has a short life span, and exhibits drastic year-to-year 
changes. Although records of squid were not kept in the 
early years of the survey cruises, they were relativelv low 
in abundance during most of the 1950's. In the' late 
1960's, the population expanded rapidly and has con
tinued to expand through the 1977 period (Lange and 
Sissenwine, in press). During this time. an extensive 
fishery was developed by the distant-water fleets. Since 
the implementation of the FMCA this fisherv has con
tinued but at lesser harvest levels. The U .S~A. fisherv 
remains smalL The 1978 fall survey index was low. bu"t 
Loligo squid were abundant in the spring survevs at 
smaller lengths than usual, indicating that in 1978 there 
had been a late spawning. lo Thus. in terms of numbers. 
abundance remains at the high levels observed over the 
last decade. 

Illex Squid 

Illex squid are a species with a short life span labout 1 
year) which can also exhibit drastic changes in abun
dance I'rom year to year. Since environmental conditions 
tend to be similar in adjacent years. abundant YE'ars 
tend to occur together, as do poorer years. In the last few 



years Illex has been extremely abundant relative to 
numbers observed earlier (Lange and Sissenwine, in 
press).30 It is not known how long these high levels will 
continue, but it would certainly be expected that spawn
ing would eventually result in lower stock sizes as ob
served previously. Illex is a wide ranging species from 
North Carolina to Newfoundland with extensive 
fisheries in Canadian waters. The extent to which 
fisheries in these areas may affect abundance in the 
Northeastern United States is not known. 

Bluefish 

Bluefish is a swift-swimming migratory pelagic species 
that is found in loosely aggregated feeding schools both 
inshore and offshore. Present knowledge of the distribu· 
tion and abundance of bluefish is largely dependent on 
nearshore recreational and commercial catches with only 
supplemental data provided by bottom trawl catches of 
research vessels. :vlost information is. therefore. limited 
to the period bluefish spend in coastal and estuarine 
waters. However. there is evidence that their distribu· 
tion extends farther out on the continental shelf than is 
generally believed, as indicated by the absence of both 
large and small individuals during winter in South 
Atlantic waters and by the sporadic catches made by 
offshore otter trawlers (Wilk 1977). 

Bluefish is one of the most important recreation ally
fished species for both food and sport. far exceeding the 
commercial catches. The North Atlantic and :'vliddle 
Atlantic anglers' catch was estimated at 16,765 Tin 1960 
(Clark 1962). It rose to :35,932 T in 1965 (Duel and Clark 
1968) and to 45.305 T in 1970 (Duel 19(3). The commer
cial catch range 11950·19701 for the New York Bight was 
between 90 and 1,220 T per year with an average 
value of 635 T per year. For the period 1973·197.5, com
mercial landings increased to over 2,000 T per year. 
Throughout the 1970's, research vessels have frequently 
caught bluefish in offshore waters of the Middle Atlantic 
an'd Georges Bank. The 1976-1978 average stratified 
mean weight per tow is 26CC larger than the 1967-1969 
average value. It has been observed that the age com
position of the catches is also quite robust, with ages 4 
and older being well represented. This would indicate 
that the condition of the stock is relatively stable, i.e., 
not dependent on one or two single year classes for con
tinued recruitment.!! 

Tilefish 

Bigelow and Schroeder (1953) estimated a potential 
sustainable yield of 1,000 to 1,500 T per year for tilefish 
off Southern New England. New York, and New Jersey, 
based on fishing reports of the 1900's. Landings since 
191.5 reveal that the harvest has fluctuated considerably, 
but it is difficult to translate this information into terms 
of relative abundance because market conditions have 
tended to dictate the level of landings more than abun
dance. Since the all-time high in 1916 of -f.,500 T (when 
the L'.S. Bureau of Fisheries first campaigned to 
promote a food fishery for tilefishl, landings have fluc-
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tuated greatly, reaching a low of 32 T as recently as 1968. 
In 1977 about 2,000 T were reported; this increase was 
due largely to a rejuvenation of longlining out of :\'ew 
Jersey ports. Large party boats have contributed to a 
steady increase in the recreational fishery since 1969. 
However, recreational catch remains small relative to 
the commercial catch (Freeman and Turner 19i7). 
Catches of tilefish in research surveys have been com
pletely lacking in most years and extremely small in 
others, due to the habitat of the species which renders 
capture unlikely. 

Total Finfish and Squid 

Total finfish and squid refers to the biomass of all 
species with the exception of invertebrates other than 
squid, and also large pelagics (swordfish, sharks other 
than dogfishes, tunas) and certain other fishes such as 
menhaden. American eel, and white perch, which enter 
bottom trawl catches only infrequently. The decline in 
total biomass during the 1960's and early 1970's to an all· 
time low in 1975 was the strongest evidence of the 
extremely high overall fishing mortality generated by the 
distant-water fleets (Clark and Brown 1977,1979). Since 
1975, the resource has been increasing; present stock size 
is estimated to have approximately doubled the 1976-
1978 average by weight. A large share of the increase is 
due to squid and most recently to herring and mackerel. 
The overall biomass is now approaching the levels that 
existed prior to the distant-water fleet fishing in the ear· 
ly 1960's. 12 

DESCRIPTION OF TABLE 
In the examination and interpretation of the status (If 

fishery resources, it is important to consider some basic 
parameters of the populations and the potential of these 
populations for interrelationships and interactions in the 
ecosystem. We are attempting to do this by outlining the 
state of our knowledge for a large number of species in 
the accompanying tables. The table headings outline 
these key characteristics and a brief discussion of these 
characteristics follows. 

1) Geographical range and stock structure. 

The range of a fish population and the extent that it 
exceeds the boundary of a management unit have impor
tant implications for fisheries management. For exam· 
pie, management requirements are quite different for 
Loligo squid, which ranges only as far north as the edges 
of Georges Bank, than for Illex squid. which moves to the 
area off Newfoundland. 

Consideration of stocks within the area breakdowns is 
also useful information. The term "stock" is a very 
nebulous one in the literature of biology. It basically im
plies that there is a group that has a high degree of in
tegrity in its breeding population and exhibits similar 
patterns of growth and mortality rates throughout its 
range. It does not imply that there is no intermixing. 
Intermixing must occur to at least some degree or else 



over time stocks would evolve into quite different species 
or subspecies. Intermixture between, stocks can occur in 
a number of different ways. Stocks may separate during 
part of the year and be totally intermixed at other times. 
Sometimes this intermixture may be more or less ran
dom within the same schools. but at other times fish 
from different spawning stocks may occupy the same 
general area but exist in different schools. Furthermore, 
even within the area of greatest genetic integrity, that is 
within spawning concentrations, there may be a certain 
degree of mixture of fish from other areas. The important 
point is that there be enough separation among stocks so 
that interactions and effects on a stock from one area are 
not immediately seen in stocks from other areas. 

Yellowtail flounder offer a classic example of stock 
structure. After a period of intense pulse fishing by the 
C.S.S.R. in the late 1960's, the Southern New England 
stock dropped drastically in abundance. If there were a 
large degree of intermixture with the stocks on Georges 
Bank. there would have been a rapid evening out of the 
dvailable fish in both areas. However. this did not occur. 
The stock on Georges Bank maintained a higher level of 
abundance for several years after the decline in Southern 
:\lew England. 

Herring stocks are another example. Herring stocks on 
Georges Bank began to decline prior to those in the Nova 
Scotia area. The result of this decline was shown first in 
the lack of abundance of herring in the most southerly 
(we!\~lintering areas: that is, off Maryland and Virginia. 
Resident predator species in that area which depended 
on herring as forage shifted to other prey species instead 
of moving further north where herring were still abun
dant. This shows how stock structure may affect interac
tions between species. While this does not mean that 
management units must be based entirely on stock 
boundaries, it indicates that stock considerations may 
be important and that in evaluating the effects of 
management actions on the resource one needs to 
examine them. 

2) Growth. 

In the second column we list some of the basic 
biological parameters describing growth. The values 
given where available are: 

(a) K, which is a parameter from a von Bertalanffy 
growth equation (von Bertalanffy 1938), measures 
the rapidity of growth. The larger the K the quicker 
the fish grow to Leo. The species with the largest K 

have the greatst potential for productivity. and also 
some of the greatest demands for food on the 
ecosystem. 

(bl Leo, from the same equation-the maximum length 
which an average fish would attain if it lived in
definitely. Individual fish may exceed that average. 

(C) Nlaximum age, which indicates the length of time 
that an individual cohort is in the ecosystem and 
available to the fishery. This maximum age is not 
an extreme age, but only a rough indication of the 
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oldest fish that have been observed. Fish of this age 
would not be expected to be abundant in stocks 
where fishing pressure is heavy. 

3) Age range in fished populations. 

The age range in fished populations is one of the most 
sensitive measures of the stability in stock biomass and 
its productivity. We use the term 'fished populations' to 
refer to populations that are undergoing moderate 
fishing. The age range is not what would occur in an un
fished stock nor does it include the very rare older fish in 
the moderately fished stock. We also describe the 
current range in age distribution with an indication of 
predominant year-classes. The comparison of the pre
sent range of ages with the past gives a good indication of 
whether or not the stock is now more variable than would 
occur under more moderate fishing. 

4) Recruitment. 

This column lists the relative range of observed age at 
recruitment and the most recent trends. Recruitment is 
generally thought to be governed by an underlying stock
recruitment relationship that comes into play primarily 
when a stock is at an extremely low level. However, the 
relationship, which limits the amount of eggs produced 
in the system, is then acted on by a plethora of en
vironmental forces, such that good recruitment can come 
from even small spawning stock sizes and very poor 
recruitment from large stock sizes. Spawning stock size 
has its impact on the frequency of distribution of recruit
ment size. There is a greater probability of good year 
classes when spawning stocks are above some minimal 
level. These minimal levels, however, are not well 
known. 

The range for average recruitment gives some indica
tion of the variability of the stock and its sensitivity to 
various environmental factors. Recruitment rates range 
from quite stable. as in the case of cod, where observed 
recruitment values have fluctuated by no more than a 
factor between 2 and 3, to those of haddock, where the 
ratio reaches almost 2,700 to 1. It should be noted that 
the range for haddock during times of good population 
size is considerably less, roughly 20 to i, and that the 
very high variability mentioned above reflects the fact 
that a period of very low recruitment and spawning stock 
size was included. Not only was recruitment low when 
spawning stock size was low, but it was also more 
variable (1,200 to 1),9 The degree of variability is impor
tant when one considers that at present certain fisheries 
count almost entirely on production from entering year 
classes. The more variable the year class, the greater the 
uncertainty in the size of a fishable population at a given 
time when it is made up of very few year classes. 

5) Maturity, 

The table shows age at the onset of maturity, and the 
size at maturity. This does relate somewhat to the effects 
of harvesting at younger ages. Obviously when 
harvesting is done prior to maturity, a lower rate of 



harvest is required to allow the same spawning potential 
as when harvest begins at older ages. However, since in 
most cases the number of eggs produced relates to the 
weight of the fish and thus the age of the fish, there is, in 
general, an increase in potential egg production with in
creasing size. To get an indication of the meaning of this, 
we calculate the age at which, under a nonfishing situa
tion, the maximum egg production would occur for a 
given year class. This is a product of the number at age 
from mortality rate curves for the mature component of 
the population, the weight at age (assumed proportional 
to fecundity) from growth curves, and the fecundity at 
weight relationships. The length of the spawning season 
is also given. The implication of this, of course, is that 
those stocks with small spawning areas and/or times 
would be expected to have wider fluctuations due to en
vironmental variations than stocks with broader spawn
ing areas and longer spawning seasons. For certain 
specialized stocks such as dogfish, which produce very 
small numbers of young and spawn perhaps every other 
year, such pertinent items are noted. 

6) N'atural mortality (M). 

Natural mortality rates are one of the most difficult 
parameters of fish populations to estimate. Many of the 
values here are only approximations. They all apply to 
fish of sizes which can be recruited into the fishery, and 
larger. The higher the mortality rate the more rapidly 
the fish die, and the more rapidly, at younger ages, one 
would expect to harvest them. Low mortality rates imply 
a stock that would maintain itself for a considerably 
longer period of time. For example, at a mortality rate 
point of 0.2 and no fishing, one would expect 180:0 of the 
population at the beginning of the year to die of natural 
causes over the year, whereas in a population where M = 
0.4,33'0 would be expected to die during the year. Since, 
to a certain extent, harvesting replaces natural mortality 
with fishing mortality, (by catching some fish that would 
die .naturally) the higher the natural mortality the more 
fish that can be harvested in a given year. When this is 
combined with growth, however, greater yields may 
come over time from individuals with lower mortality 
rates and an opportunity to accumulate more growth in 
weight in the population prior to being harvested. 

7) Fishing mortality. 

F max is a fishing mortality rate which would result in 
the maximum possible yield being obtained from 
harvesting a given cohort or year class. Fishing at the 
F max level has been shown in a number of cases to result 
in very low spawning stock sizes. Hence, an alternative 
value Fo.l Wulland and Boerma 1973) has been 
recommended by ICNAF in its later years, by scientific 
advisers to ICES. and by Canadian scientific com
mittees after the 200-mile limit. This is a value less than 
F max which gives almost as much yield as one would 
achieve by fishing at F max but which results in a con
siderably higher stock size and a much greater catch per 
unit effort for individual vessels. 
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F max and Fo.1 are given in the table when available, for 
both conditional and optimal cases. The conditional case 
assumes that the present age at entry into the. fishery 
will remain constant, and chooses the best fishing mor
tality rate according to the definitions of F max and Fo.l. 
The other F values given refer to the overall maximum, 
i.e., when age at entry into the fishery is included iIi the 
maximizing procedure. 

Finally, an estimate of current F is presented. Where F 
is considerably above F max and Fa,/, reductions in F will 
give a higher yield per recruit, a larger spawning stock, 
and in many cases an overall total increase in yield along 
with a greater catch per unit of effort. Where it is con
siderably below Fo.I, room for expansion is indicated, 

8) Abundance. 

This column lists the condition of the current stock 
size relative to historic levels in terms of population size. 
The information in the column is based on both fishery 
and research vessel survey data. 

A simple index was devised to suggest what confidence 
we can place in estimates of population size trends. A 
rating of 1 indicates that the relative change in popula
tion size with time is considered by the assessment group 
at the Northeast Fisheries Center, ~ational Marine 
Fisheries Service, ~OAA, to be measured with COD

siderable precision. Ratings of 2 and 3 are considere(l 
moderate or poor. while a rating of 4 indicates that the 
information available gives only very modest improve
ment over accepting the informationless state of 
assuming the size to be within the historic range of 
observed values for the stocks. Our level of confidence is 
intluenced by the level of variability in the resource as 
well as by our analytical methods; it is much easier to 

describe large tluctuations in abundance than small 
ones. 

It should be noted that these are very difficult kinds of 
ratings to make: they are, in a sense, gamblers' hunches. 
There is a great deal of knowledge about certain stocks. 
and this may be adequate, depending upon the manage
ment goal. On the other hand, even the most precise es
timates of stock size possible do not pretend to estimate 
the stock size exactly. Estimates at any moment can 
only provide guidelines which adhered to over time can 
help to achieve management goals. They cannot be 
separated from management objectives but serve as 
necessary numerical values for developing management 
measures. The variance about any single point estimate 
may be large but the study of trends and biological 
characteristics provides significant information to make 
assessment of the stocks a valid description of relative 
conditions and projections of longer term results of par
ticular harvest strategies, 

The present condition of a stock relative to its historic 
condition is the point about the assessment which is !he 
most valid and the most useful for decision making. 
When stocks are abundant, they are fairly robust against 
a very large number of socioeconomically oriented 
management objectives: i.e., management goals can h,o 



flexible. If the stocks are not in good condition, manage
ment strategies aimed at short· term ends can have quite 
different long-term effects. In any case, it is the relative 
condition of the stock which can be reliably assessed, not 
the yearly stock size. 

9) Maximum sustainable yield. 

This measure (MSY) provides a useful guide to the 
long-range biological productivity of the stocks, provided 
that the limitations of MSY are kept in mind. The 
maximum sustainable yield given here is based in some 
cases on analytical models, and in other cases it is based 
on observations of long-range historical catch averages. 
It gives an indication, not of what might be taken in any 
given year, but of what might be taken on the average 
over time, with some years being above average and 
some years below. That is, MSY permits potential 
productivity of stocks to be compared in a general way. 

Year- to-year variations are due to fluctuations in en
vironmental conditions and condition of the stock. In 
some cases. depending upon the history of the fishery, 
the year-to-year variation is greatly affected by previous 
fishing practices. In general. there has been no attempt 
to calculate an ~SY that could actually be harvested on 
the average over time. It should be kept in mind that if 
one were to hold catch at the MSY leveL the stock would 
likely decrease and the resulting average catch would be 
lower than the MSY value that initiated the action. In 
certain cases this also holds true for effort being fixed at 
the levels of harvest for NJSY !Doubleday 1977; 
Sissenwine 19781. ~evertheless, the comparison of the 
\'alues given here do give rough indications of the 
differences betv.!een stocks and their general long-range 
productivity. 

10) By-catch. 

The final column lists by-catch and distribution. One 
of the most important considerations in mixed fisheries 
is that a unit of effort may be directed at several species 
at the same time. Furthermore. a unit of effort directed 
primarily at one species will catch, less effectively, 
species that are associated with it in the environment. 
Finally. in the mixed fishery situation even if a fisher
man is capable of directing effort to a relatively pure 
species catch, when other species of value are located 
close by, the trip often consists of directed effort at 
several species; to make an economically viable trip, 
fishing is directed at several species. This column lists 
the historically-observed by-catches, where data are 
available. and also makes inferences from the seasonal, 
horizontal and vertical distribution patterns of various 
species. For example. certain species which migrate 
through the water column may yield relatively pure 
catches when they are high in the water column, but 
when they are on the bottom during other parts of the 
day they become components of the mixed trawl fishery. 
Other species occupy seasonally quite separate areas, so 
that the by-catch at different periods of the year may be 
quite different both in amount and in species composi. 
tion. 
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Basic life history data in this table follows Bigelow and 
Schroeder (1953) and Grosslein and Azarovitz (in press). 
Spa\vning times are based primarily on Colton et a1. 
(1979), Information is taken from the documents cited in 
the text as augmented by unpublished data in the files of 
the Northeast Fisheries Center. 

In summary, the information in the table furnishes 
important background information upon which 
decisions regarding resource utilization can be 
realistically made. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

During the last twenty-five years, the fishery resources 
of the waters off the coast of the Northeastern United 
States underwent a large increase in fishing mortality. 
The fishery changed from one concentrated on relatively 
few stocks to a wide-based industry directed at the total 
finfish and squid biomass. Total resource abundance 
declined as a result and the annual harvest exceeded 
total productivity. Since 1975, the trend has been 
reversed, overall fishing effort has declined and the 
stocks have begun to recover, now approaching levels 
that existed prior to entry of the distant-water fleets. 
Certain components of the resources (e.g. haddock) were 
fully exploited prior to the entry of the distant-water 
fleets and continue to be so today; in these stocks con
ditions still exist such that the potential fishing effort 
can harvest in excess of annual productivity. Some 
stocks with a low capacity to rebuild, such as redfish, 
yellowtail flounder, and haddock, suffered extremely 
heavy fishing mortality imposed by distant-water fleets 
over and above that already existing from domestic 
harvesters. Yellowtail in the offshore areas are still below 
abundance levels of earlier times. Haddock, although 
recovered in total abundance, do not yet have the stable 
structure of a population capable of consistently 
sustaining high harvests. Nevertheless, indications of 
future recruitment give hope for achieving this goal 
within the foreseeable future. 

Of the larger offshore stocks fished primarily by 
distant-water fleets, only Atlantic herring on Georges 
Bank have not yet demonstrated a start towards 
recovery to earlier levels. Even here, however, the poten
tial for a good incoming year class currently exists and if 
such a year class contributes significantly to the spawn
ing stock for a period of time, even the offshore herring 
stocks could approach values observed historically prior 
to consistent heavy fishing. As the total resource builds 
to a level at which annual productivity is maximized, or 
in some cases beyond that level, the concept of stability 
must be considered only as an average over all the 
resources using the energy flow in the system. 

Yearly environmental fluctuations create wide ranges 
of abundance within particular species. These fluc
tuations can be dampened or accelerated depending on 



the fishery management practices pursued, but they will 
continue to be a major feature of fishery resources now as 
in the past. 
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Figure 1. Major gcographical areas off the Northeast coast of the Unitcd States. 
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Table 1 
1978 Total Catch (MT) )Jorth and :\1iddle Atlantic Regions as shown in Fig. 1 

Atlantic Cod 
Haddock 
Poll ock 
Silver Hake 
Red Hake 
White Hake 
At1ant;c Mackerel 
Redfish 
Ye110wtail Flounder 
Winter Flounder 
Surrmer Flounder 
American Plaice 
Windowpane Flounder 
Witch Flounder 
Atlantic Herring 
Ri ver Herr; ng 
Black Sea Bass 
Skates 
Scup 
Butterfisn 
Doaf; sh 
Angler (Goosefish) 
Ocean Pout 
Northern Shrimp 
Loligo 
I11ex 
Bluefish 
Tilefish 
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us -
39,020 
16,695 
17,542 
23,151 
2,192 
3,818 
1,604 

13,991 
11 ,454 
12,246 
8,451 
9,511 
1,824 
3,520 

50,516 
5,789 
2,112 
1,595 
9,413 
3,664 
1,192 
1,808 

330 
4 

1,476 
385 

3,751 
3,413 

Fore;gn 

26,495 
10,821 
4,754 

14,475 
2,155 

195 
370 
170 

59 
64 
12 

209 
o 

18 
585 
32 
o 

226 
2 

1,236 
558 

39 
o 
o 

4,777 
21,458 

o 
1 

Total 

65,515 
27,516 
22,296 
37,626 
4,347 
4,013 
1,974 

14,161 
11 ,513 
12,310 
8,463 
9,720 
1,824 
3,538 

51,101 
5,821 
2,112 
1,821 
9,415 
4,900 
1,750 
1,847 

330 
4 

6,253 
21,843 
3,751 
3,414 
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Gecgraohical -ange; 
S:CCK structure 

cOD 

Frc:T: Port s.urwell. 
,,'. Greenland. to 
Cape L()Okout, NC 

1 
, 

G8 
2: SM 
3': S~E ane 

So. Channel 
~) ~A soas t 

~r0:;: :.;. Sreen~and to 
:a::e ~at:eras 

~ "":)1"7' :":30raaor -
~es" ,reenland ~o 
:ap<? '"i~r:~eras. 

I' '"ova Scctia, GM 
~o SNE 

Banks 
:'J 

,0 

2' ~~1 

SriE-"A 

~ro~ '~w1f St. ~awr. 
and -~"and Bdnk~ewf. 
tc ~~G, -:aro 1 ina 

1: GB 
S~.E-MA 
SM ::small} 

FrJm lawr. 
~nd '~r'3nd 3ank :{ewf, 
::0 .' ~ ""::ll'1i a 

Growth 

GB 
<'0.120 

L~'148.1 

GM 
0.116 
146.5 

S~i£ -~~A 

0.257 
112.9 

Max. age' 22 yr 
~ax. length. 183 c:n 

GM GB 
,'1].352 
l~=72.91 em 

.376 
l·= 71. 80 

~ax. age 18 yr 
'1ax. 1 ength = 112 cm 

,=1J.215 
l»=97.77 cm 

Max. age' 23 yr 
Ma ... 1 ength = 106 em 

G8 GM SNE-I>lA 
,=0.246 0.182 -J.lIS 
L#'50.72 55.41 <16.08 

'lax. age 12 ~ 6 0 
~ax. 1 ength 66 em 

,'0.37 

~ot for total 
L~=42.6 e:'1{pOpu~ation, , 

• but ,or smal, 
"samole. 

'1ax. age = 12 vr 
'1ax. length = 75 cm 

r 

~ ~ot available. 
\.. 

"'''x. age 023 yr 
<·1;'!x. ~ engtn = 122 C01 

Table 3 
Resource Summary Table 

Age range ; n 
fished populations 

2 .. 15+ yr 
GM: Presently 1971, 

1973, 1974 yr classes 
domina te. 

GB: 1978 catch 
dooinated by 1975 yr 
class ('9~). 1966. 
1971 also good. 

(;ve'" 
stock is 
class. 

ily ages 2-4 
domi nate ca tCh. 

2-i3+ yr 

Catc" dominated ~y age 
3-5 fi sh in recent 
y~ars. Strong 1968. 
1971 year classes. 

2-12+ yr 

Reoru; tment 

G8 
Mean age: 2 
G8: better than avg 
GM: bett~r than avg 

Ratio 2.42-1 for G8 
1960·1975 

~ean age: 

Improving. 

GB 
2,3 

Gt~ 
3 

Gl'I 
2.7 

Ratio 19.3-1 for 1931-1965: 
1,200-1 for 1966-1973; 
2,700-1 for 1931·1978. 

.'1ean age: 3.5 

Ratio 1.8-1 for 1971-1978 
(age 2). 

11.6-] for 1961-1978 
North Atlantic 

"ean age: 2 

'';101: 1971 saw a Ratio 12.1-] for 1955-1978. 
shi<t toward younger 
fisr.; dOes 2-3 dominated 
catc r . -rn 1975-1977, age 
3 '1lade UP 44~ of ca tch. 

GB: of 1977 catch 
age 

2-18+ Jr 

In nearly dl I lears. ages 
2-3 have dominated catch, 
comDosin~ 75~ of catCh in 
1975-197~. Shift toward 
}.4-yr-olds in 1977, when 
they made UP 8n 0 f GB 
Cd ten. 

"JOt known. 

'1ean age: 

Related to size of sea 
scallop population due 
to symhiotic relation
ship in juvenile stage. 

Ratio 2.14-1 for 1068-1978. 

'jet known. 

,B Georges Bank 
S:'iE Southern flew Engl and 
M.A. Middle4tlantic 
S~ Gulf ')f Maine 
CC Cape Cod 

20 

:-!aturity 

50~ mature at 3 yr. 
Soawn chieflY in 
wi nter. GM:GB 

Max egg product i on: 
age 12 

Some mature at age 2; 
almost all "lature by 
age J. 

Soawn i'eb-"lay. 0eak in 
Mar-Apr on GB 

Max egg _roduction: 
age 6 

75~ :'1ature by age 5. 

Soawn in Massachusetts 
Bay. Stel!wagen, and 
So. Channel Nov-Mar. 
Peak ldte 

First SDdwn 2-3 yr 

Snawn ·Jun-Seo, Dr; nci 
nally Jul, Aug. on ~E 
GB and Centra 1 GM. 
earl ier on $NE 

Max egg production; age 4. 

Spawn in 5urrmer on So. 
:,eo-oes and Nantucket 
Shoa i,. 

Spawn On Con1:icental 
SloDe of M.A Bi ght 
~n S;Jmfl"e!"'. 

(cont'd) 



Table 3. cont'd 

,'ja tura 1 
~orta 1 i tj 

Flshino 
~orta 1 i;:y t{buncance 

.----••. ~---------------

CC'J (cont. 

M·0.2 "iM GB 
FJ . 1 ~O. 16 0.15 

0.3 
(7.5 ir) 

HAQCOCK (cont). 

F 0.1;;0 26 

F'T1ax;;O.55 

=msy=O.5-0.55 

F for fc] ~ y rec ru i ted 
ages "as approx. 0.2 
Slnce 1973. 

POLLOCK (cont.) 

]:0 20, recent yrs 

. 37 

Fcurrent 0.32 dur;ng 
]973-1977 

G8 :.65 ').33 
GM .5 1],39 
SNE·MA 0.5: 8.361 

Fmax not a calculanle 
va lue. 

RED HAKE (cont.) 

FO.l Fc,-,rrent 

GB 
SNE-MA 

0.85 0.10 
CAS 0.18 

=m.x not a calculable 
va I ue. 

WHITE HAKE (cont.! 

Not known; 
orobab iy 
:OW. 

'lot available. 

Rank 2 
Both GM and G8 cod seem at abundant popula. 
tion condition. GB 1978 autumn inaex is 
123~ greater than 1963·1978 average (1978 
increased 36% over 1977). GM 1978 autum 
index is 38~ greater than 1963·:978 average 
(1978 27% over 1977). 

5M 8,000 T 
SB 35,JOO, 

~ank 1 GB 40-50,000 
Recent dramatic increase due to 1975 year 
class Tot. oop. abundance reaChing range cf 
1930-1960, but overbalanced toward d ,~ngle 
year class. GB 1978 fall j~dex 23'\ ;ess 
than '963-1978 averaoe. GM 1978 fall inaex 
88% greater than 1963·1978 average. 

RanK 3. 
Relatively strong abundance GB 1977 ~ail 
index 82% greater than 1963·1977 average . 
Gf>' 1977 fall index 81% areater than 1963. 
1977 averace. Scotian Shelf 1977 fall 
index 21 iess :han 1963. 1 977 average. 

~3nk 3. 
G.i;.1 S :ccK r-eco 'Ie ri ng. re::ia ins 1 es s than 
oeak, early 50's. G8 and SNE stock 'n 
~oQd conditicn but less than peak 
aoundance. GB ~977 'all index 3" 
9rea ter tnan 1963·1977 average. s,~ 
1977 ~al1 index 11~ greater than 1963-
1977 average. SNE·MA 1977 fall index 
22~; :ess than 1963·1977 average. 

Rank 3 
In general, stock appears in 'ow condition. 
sa 1977 fall index 71~ greater than 1963·1977 
average. SNE·MI\ 1977 fall index 23% less 
than 1963·1977 average; has fiJctuated 
considerably since 50's. 

~ank 4 

'978 su"vey index ~Quai to ]'969·1~78 
average. 

~2,OOO T for ~ova 
Scotia Shelf, GM, 
58, SNE 

38 
.:iM 
S,'lE-,..A 

sa 
SNE-MA 

55 ~ 

T 
35 

13 ,000 -
26,CDC T 

'\~ova ::cotia 
GM 

5y-catc."1 
Jistr1::'Jtion 

Yaddock, ~ol1ock, yellowtail, 
otMr flounders, JrounMis". 

8emersa 1 

G8 stock ~igrates southwest 
in autumn. 

Cod. yeliowtaq, otner ~lounde!"s, 
other grOundf; sh. 

~ove 1n'Shore o&:+ '4ew Ena:and 
~et'~een ":ijn c:",d June. ' 

\..je"''''''g {fall only" grOl.or,df~s~ 
when :isning on bottom. 

?e1 ag;c/Demersa' 
Seasona I spawnino "lovements ,_v 

~estern GM, Scotian Shelf 

; e!"'e r'S a 1 {Oe1da~c 
~ensest off$nQre~ ~f~r3~e5 s~ore-
Jiard scrina~ $i .. H'l'f:e'". ~~' ~'s~, 
"Ili'J:"'dte East ~o SI~1E waters 
SUl1'!l1er. 

ilve!"" >i3l<e, a$$or~ed +lcunde:'5. 
gro~ndf;sh . 

:emersa 1 

Juri ng autumn acu 1 +:s a"'~ tc t!1 
inShore/offsncI"'e. but ~n ..... ntsf" 
3nd ear1" sp .. in:J tf)ev :3:]Greaa:,£l 
~n deeoe~r, offShore areas 

~e.j "1.3 ke ~ 0 ch'?r ';!'f"'ourdf'; S:1 

~eiT1er'5a 1 

:nsnore rnoveme'1t in ';1'1 lfV: :::~t: 
~ n a:..;t'Jmn. 

l com'dl 



Table 3, cont'd 

Geographical range; 
stock structure Growth 

From BlOCk Is,. labrador, <'0,257 
to Beaufort. NC L~'41 ,43 

I) Considered as one 
stock for management 
on oresent evidence, 

(Win:er concentrations 
of' JS ~/So, Athnt. 
coast. sUlTT.".er GM. GB. 
Gulf St. lawr,) 

Frc:n ~. Greenland to 
'lew Jersey (2 species) 

YELLO;.rrAIl 

°roOl South coast of 
_dbr~dor to Chesa .. 
pea <e Bay 

i; GM 
21 Go 
,) SNE 
.1 ~ I¥IA 
5: CC 

From Labrador 
to Georgia 

i) GB-59% 
2) SNE-13~ 
3) GM-22"; 
~,I local inshore OOpu

lat 10ns 'pund 
. : 's are J'7 tata~ catch.) 

SUMMER FLOUNDER 

From CC to Cape 
Hatteras 

1) G3 
2) SNE 
3 ; ~ 

~MERICAN PL~rCE 

Cram Labrador to South 
~f :C of~shcre frorr 
'lew 'terl( 

S~·L arEa Tf c:,nc. 
">' ~B 

~! ~"1E 

Ma~, age' 18-20 yr 
Max. 1 en9th = 56 COl 

.=Q,104 
l~=37 ,80 

Max, age = >50 yr 
Max, I en9th = 45-50 cm 

< ·,335 
L~·50,0 Cm 

Max, age' 14+ yrs 
Max, I eng th = 55 cm ~ 

Ford-walford Growtn 
Equation used: 

GB Cape & No, Cape & So. E, 
< '.67 .69 .75 
L-=57.S 45.5cm 48.2 
~ + t/ averaged 

Max. agll = 12+ yrs 
Max, length = 62 em 

< >.209 
loo=92,24 

~ax, age = 20 yrs 
Max. 1en<)th = 95 err 

Ra ther slow growth Cd te. 

not i:nowr: 

~~ax. age:: not known 
'lax. 1 engt,' , g3 em 

Age range in 
~ished populations 

2-6+ yr 

At this time. 2 principal 
year classes in fishery: 
19]3 and 1974, 

1978 is 
to enter 
1969, 

year class 
SInce 

ly 12-25 age range. 
introduced aoe 5's 

into fishery from»]1 
yeflr class.~ 

2 ·12+ 
in 1 
ages 2- 3 dominated 
catches in fishery. 

Prior to entrance of 
foreign fleets in 
latter 1960's ages 
3 ~ 4 dominated catch. 

2-12- yr 

Modal distribution 
of catch would most likely 
be in 1st half of this 
range, 

2 - 7 yrs 

Survey catches mostly 
J and .:1 yr aIds 

1 -; yrs 

22 

Recrui tment 

'lean age: (70~) 

Ratio 18,2-1 far 1962-
1978. 

Since 1963. only 1971 year 
class shows aoave-average 
5 trength. Other daminant 
year classes: 1953. 1963. 
1971. 

Age at 1st recruitll"ent 5, 

SNE offers more favorable 
temp. regime, 

"'ean age 2 yrs imoroving 
recruitment in S~E. 

Ratia is 1.96-1 for G8 
1963-1975. 

~atia is 11.5-1 for SNE 
1963-1975 . 

~aturity 

First spawn 2-3 yr (50% 
mature at age 2). 

Spawn in NY Bight and G8 
Spawn on lies tern GM and CC Bay 

in spring and early 
summer. Peak ~ay-June. 

Stock also spawns in Gulf 
SL Lawr. 

Max egg production: age 4 

Mature at age 3-9 
(viViparous) , 

Spawn on Scotian Shelf 
and Central GM 
Peak late June to early 
JUly, 

First spawn 2-3 yrs. 

Spawns 'larch thru 
Augus t On E ,"owns 
Bank, 

~ax egg produc:ion: age 

1977 SNE pre-recruit index "ature 2-3 yrs, 
up 173~ over 1974-76 average. 

1977 G8 pre-recruit index Occurs later in more 
shows improvement from 1976 northern waters. 
but is 61% down from 1975 
peak, Spawns Apr thru June on G8 

1977 GM pre-recruit index 
is larger in 1963-1977 
seri es . 

Recruitment begins at age 
I or 2 wi th full recru; t
ment at age 3 or 4, 

~at available. 

"lean age 3 yrs 

50~ mature at 35 cm. 

Soawns on Nantucket Shoals 
and south Sept-Apr in a 
north to sauth progress ion, 
Early Sept for GM. 

r1ax egg production: age 7. 

Soawns south of "'artna' s 
Vineyard 'larch-June, 
Peaks Apr-May. 

(cont'd) 



Table 3. cont'd 

Na tura 1 
'1orta 1 i ty 

Fishing 
Marta 1 ity Abundance ~SY 

------~~-----------------------------------------------------

MACKEREL (cont.) 

~=0.15-0.3 '0.1=0. 4 

'ma.· I •O- I •6 

Fcurrent • 0.15 
(ages 4+) 

1962-1978 data 

REDFl SH (cont.l 

Fmax·O.5-1.0 in 
excess 

F·0.2 average all 
year classes, 1933-
1963. 

Rank 2 
Increased 30% beginning 1979 from 1977 low 
which was 82% below 1969 peak. 

Increase in near future dependent on 1978 
year class. 

~ank 2 
,ncreasingly dependent on 1971 year class. 
1978 survey index 22% less than 1963-1978 
average. Population mUCh lower than during 
peak catches in 1940's 

,=0.4 for more recent 
year 'lasses, 1955-1963. 
, current -0.5, 1976-1977. 

YELLOWTAIL (cant.) 

~·l·O. 2 GB SNE -MA 
FO.l 0.3 0.3 

F "'laX 0.5 0.5 
Fcurtent 1.03 0.37 

for 1978 

;:.;=:.;..:.;c,~=c.:. (cant. ) 

0.27 

SUiof'1E~ FLOUNDER (cant.) 

,=0.3 in 1977 

. "'''ERICAN PLMCE (cant.) 

~o % t- ~ot known 
~mates 

availaole. 
Life ~is-
tory would 
indicate 
\1=0.2 

Rank ; 
Yellowtail abundance is estimated at below 
peak periods. 
SHE 1978 index is 70% lower than 1967-1979 
average. 
GB 1979 index is 56% lower than 1964-1978 
average. 
'lA 1973 index is 89~ tower than 1963 .. 1978 
average. 

~ank 3 
Abunaance has increasea in re~ent years but 
not to peak levels. ".ecruitment appears to 
~e good. 
1978 GB survey index is 26% greater than 
1963-1978 avera~e; 1978 SNE survey i~dex 1S 

30% less than 1963-1978 average; 1978 GM 
survey index is 33% less than 1963-1978 
average. 

~ank 3 
Abundance levels appear to be low relative 
to recent years. 
GB 1978 survey index is 13% greater than 
1973-1978 average; SHE 1978 index is Q~ less 
than 1963-1978 average; MA 1978 index is 95% 
less than 1967-1978 average, 

~ank 3 
G.~ ind,ces increasing since 1973 ana 
greater in 1977 than any year since 1966. 

23 

Newf., SNE, Ga, ~ • 
210,000-230,000 T 

GM, GB = 14,320 T 

At current abundance, 
fishina at MSY effort 
'''oul d yiel d 5,200 T 

GB • 16,000 T 

SNE -"IA = 23,000 T 

20,000-22,000 '!T 

~ot ava 11 able 

By-catchl 
Jistribution 

While pelagic, can be caught with 
bottom trawls, and at that time 
will have other groundfish as 
by-catch, i.e., herring, "akes. 
Generally inshore, then '.E migra
tion in spring for spawning. 
Tagging snows extensive lOOvement. 

Re1 pure fishery; 35~ Cure 
between and 1978. Mo .. eye' 
redfish are taken in mlxed qrounaf. 
fisheries and GM shrimp fishery 

Qemersal 

Nonm igra tory 

Cod, ~adjock~ stne r gr0und f . 

and 'I ounders . 

Qemersa 1 

Annua 1 migration to SNE-Nantuc<.et 
Shoa 1 s area ~oves wes t 1!1 wi '1 ~er 
and east in s\.I!TI!T'er. 

fJinte r spawning ~igrations into 
bays and estuaries· not ex~c~sive. 

~ixed groundf .• wlnte. 'lounde r , 

Lo1igo. SCUP. etc. 

Demersa 1 

AutUMn :;,igratiofiS to offsnore ""1n
teri ng ~rounds where t! 'f'i xes ' ... i ":.h 
101'go . 

Jth~r '1oun~ers. !~a )ther grou~df 

(cont"d) 



Table 3. cont'd 

Geograoh i ca i range ~ 
stack s truc ture 

From Gul f St. Lawr. 
to SO. Carol ina 

1) S·"E-MA 
2\ GB 

From ~ew$cund. to Cape 
HatJ:er-as 

1:: G~~area of cor.c, 
2) ,'1ova Scot!d 
Soawnino areas are GM, 
~ova S~otia, coastal HE 

~ney overwinter primarily 
SOuth of CC 

~rom oolar lee in Green
land and Labrador to 
CdDe ~a tteras 

G3 
?: ~ova Scotia 
3) Coastal ME 

"e~", -'Iova Scotia to 
1=' _ _ 31 ~eJaC1< 

F rOf!1 ~iewf, to '1C 
eWlfe 

I) ~ajor oooulations 
in clvers Chesapeake 
Say region and 
1o~t~ern ~~C 

Spawning runs also 'ound 
a~on9 CC3St. 

F:om CC to Cape 
Cana vera 1 

,. 
.J ~orth of :aoe 

Hd t tera s 
~, 

<; South of Caoe 
Hatteras 

FrOin n:or~her1"! ~lC 

':C> ~0. s ~ dl:? 0 f 
'~ulf Jf ~~,Lawr, 

Se'/er'dl s;:;ec1es 
g,.~?:t t T'; t:I 

:r.or~v Sk.ates impcr
:ant "r; f;she(';es 

'i: 5:8CI s:~di!s bu~ 
3~e3S concent r3tion 

Growth 

Laroest individuals found 
on GB 

3 nct <nown 
L~ 

r~ax. age ~ no t known 
Max. length ~ 38 cm 

Slow growth rate 18-2Q 
yrs old at 60 cm 

~~:} not known 

'1a •. age ~ not known 
1'ax. length = 63 cm 

L~ 

GB 34.5 
N. Scotia 39.0 
Coas ta 1 ME: 
ioIestern 35.1 
Eas tern 38. a 

Max. age 18 yrs 
Max. length = 43.5 em 

A lewi fe 
< " .634 
L~~ 32.5 

~ax. age' 11 yrs 
Max. length = 33 c~ 

Bluebacks slower and 
grow to a smaller 
size 

K = 088 
L~= 62.5 

Max. age = 20 yrs 
Max. length = 61 cm+ 

0.34 
0.179 

0.335 
~.277 

3-10 emir for ist ~ 3rd yr 
2-3 emiyr after aae 5 

B. Skate L. Skate 
< = .312 .352 
L·= 98.9 52.7 

~1a x. age: 
Not known e yrs 

~~ax . lengtn: 
~O7 em c, em 

Age range in 
fi shed popul at ions 

~ean age of i~dividuals 
decreased from about 
4-5 yrs (1963-1970) 
to ] yrs (1971) to 2 
yrs (1972) 

5 yr olds most ab~ndant 
in 1975 !andings 

~ot known. 

1-12 yr 
The very strong 1970 year 
class provided 73~ of 
catch frOM 1973 to ;976. 

1-9 yr 
Average age of alewives 

has ceel ined in recent 
yrs. 

.~ I ewife domi nant aoes 
in catch dre 4, 5"& 6. 

2-12 yr 
Only available 1 itera
~Jre states that in 
1946 oopulations was 
dominated by age 
4-7 fish. 

::: -8 Jr 
:,tco ;s dominated "y 

age .1-8 yr fish. 

24 

Recruitment 

Enter fisherv at aoprox
imately 4 yrs. 

~Iot available 

e fi shen 
fi shery -

Ratio is 10.6-1 for 
these stocks 1965-77. 

Ratio is 131-1 (Atlanto 
Scandia) 1965-77. 

Alewife 
Beco~ing mere ~eoendent 

on a single year el,ss 
ted at time of 

st spawning. 

~o available ~ata 

~Ittle S~ate Jar:ial 
~ecr~itment at 2 yr 

\10 3vaildble jata fer 
lthe r soecies 

Maturity 

~ature at age 2-4. 

Spawns on G8 
and Nantucket Shoals 
and South .Aor-,Iun. 
Peaks in "ay. 

BeQins again in late fall. 

Spawns from CC to 
~elaware Bay in late 
sori ng - sU!fl11er. 

Pea ks Ju I-Aug. 

.... atJre at age 3-4. 
Spawns Sep-No" on GB and 

Nantucket Shoals - SW GM, 
smaller spawning stock 
along east~rn coast of ME 

~ 1 ewife rlla ture between 
3-5 yrs. 

31ueback 
d' 's soawn 3-4 yrs 
n 's spawn 4-5 yrs 
+Repeat spawning 4-5 

times. 
Spawning: 
Alewife - spring 
Blueback - late spring 

Hermaohrodi tic 
Begins life as ~, 
transform; into r!'

"lature between 2-3 yrs 
Larvae caught Jun-~ov 

L~ttle Skates mean age 
3-t: Ir 

All soawninos 'nith 
~eriods ali soecies. 

:)eaks for Little Skate 
~ov-Jan and Jun-~ul, 

(cont'd) 



Table 3. cont'd 

~at~ra 1 
'4orta I ity 

,jshing 
,~orta 1 i ty 

WINOOWPANE (cant,: 

~iO es c
ima tes 
ava r 1 -
able. 
l"ife 
his tory 

~~o t KnOwn 

'"ould indic:ate 

~!C;.1 FLOUNOE~ \ cont,) 

No es t
imates 
a va i1 -
301 e. 

i nd i ca te 
M='J. 1 -Q, 2 

Not known. 

: cont. '; 

lbundance 

,an< 3 
Survey indices sign; 
lq72 (1963-1971) 
19,92 mean/tow. 

Rank 

higner since 
1972 ' 

1978 GM survey index is 9~ greater than 1963-
1978 aVerage; 1978 ';S survey index is 37~ 
es, tr,an 1963-1978 averace. 'I uCtvd-

tion '5 seen juring this time 

F= 1.0 in 1973 Rank 2 

30-0.43 
47-0.55 

3 54-1.82 
for average 
in r'Id ~u re 
:Jldtions 

F= J,5S ;n i97~ 

AnF3fJ.6on 
lon g-terl bas i s 
wi11 orovi de 95),', 
of yield pen ne
~ruit realized 
from an!=' of i.6, 

Ther~ ridS an 8i;; reduct~on in stock 
abundance by from 1967 to 
1973. After abundance Of GB 
herring is not clear nowever catcn 

decl iree 'n 1976 and there w~S a 
noSi. no eaten in 1077. 
1976 Jear class is napi ing 

cas been 'Jsea. F -. 1 

·~=1~.2 ~nn~al ~crtality 

~ri or to between 50":'; & 60~ 
;Dawning 1965-1969 
;":ewife.. 39<7G in 1975 
36~," J~ 

S D,wn i no F 0 . 1 ~O . 38 
adults -
die during 
fresh water 
pnase. 

BLACK SEA 8ASS (cont,1 

No: <rOwn 

Skates 
\.kV, 

'l:)t k.,o",,, 
£'::;r' :);:hers 

~ot Krown 

'iot ;mown 

from 
to 0.)8. 

qark 4 

abundance. 

8beback appear less abunaant than ale
"Fe ;n ~y Sight. Alewife-
:iSh greater aortion ~opu-

ire in stoc~ abunda~ce 
since 1959. 1978 survey index is '1' 
less tnan 1967-1978 average. 

?anK ~ 

Landings have decl1ned steadily s~nce 
earl 1950's fro," ,20 miilion lbs in 

s to,5 million lOs in mid-;970's, 
1978 survey index is 44~ less :nan 
'967-1978 "/erage 

~ank 4 
~1ni!7lum biC:11dSS est~rrdte 1968-1972; 
l' t::e skate 
oi 9 skate 
':aoe Yatter:1s to GB sprl 5 .. veys 
Jrovide ::Jest ~s:i!T.ate" 1 JrVe;l 
i'ice,'( is 25";; :;reate" :han 196 -1978 
J\lera9~· 

25 

~;ot available. 

~ot available. 

G~ 16,00G ~ 
SNE, S8, "A : 
120,JCO 7; Scotian 
She: f = 90,JOO 
104,000 • 

Pe 1 agic 

:"tal MSY praoab!, ,ess 
".:!lan s'..:~ ,:;: i!idi/:jua~s 

d~e to s~ock inter
aC~lons . 

23,OOO-23,OCO ., 

~ot ava'labi~ 

'iOt llai~ab:e 

Spiny do~f'i$h, li:tie skate, 
snver nake~ l""ed ha~e. sew!] 
butterfi sh, ye 11 (i'",ta 11 ~ d, 
wi nter flounder, 

Derner-sa 1 

k!e:atively sedentary ';o~.;nd in (!eeoer 
water in coldes~ montns snort ~nnJal 
insnore-offshore :nigration. 

Thorny skates, cod, ~aadock,siljer 
hake: Dol1ock, white hake, red
fisr,. A~.olaice 

i)erners~ i 

~ather ~tJt'cnary 

'lo ·:'frected ~':snerl. 

:atches in p.;rse-seines and pe~a

qic traw1s are re~ative1~ ~ur~ 
~~en CdU0nt in SJ r lng ·~c~~~m 
traWl t7isnery, mixed arOIl(l(iL a:~o 

taken. 

;:;e~~glc 

0i'S~r'bl.O:iDn difcers by S~2:e 

Spawn ;)n :J8~ Jeffrey's 
dU:l;r'1!1 :hen 

Same as sea !"Ie r""' ~ nq :d tcr', j n 
s~ring soawning runs is re1at1Jeij 
~!~""e. 

:"nacr'::lt!':CJS. Soc ... n') en ,,:re$ao~a ... e 
Bay in ~or on ~ova S~Jt~a ~n J~., . 
. ~ut'Jrm spent en ::;3-r;1~ are",. 

Cemersa: 

respcn:;e 
':.e'7'cera t:'lre 
'; :,""1 ~:;;: 

,>,es,~~ea",e ~! 



Table 3. cont'd 

GeocT"aphical ranQe; 
stock structure 

SCJP 

~rom Cane ;...a tterdS 
ro:C 

-:-wc $;Jbpopulations 

1; S:,E 
Z; 'few ~ersey 

3UT7E'FISH 

. of :a~e 
o-iatterdS 
'io. of C:a~E 
1atteras 

F cQm 13bra.10r FL 
Evidence of ~ovement 
>cross Fundi an Channel; 
~lo.-So. ~igratlons 

F~)rn Grand 3~nks of ~ew· 
"ounals ~u;f Of St. 
L3W,.... to ~I: 

S:cck Dreakdcwn not 
avai~able but areas 
cf conc. afe: 

~anLCKet Shoals 
~a 
SM 

"':;"1". I_abraaor So. to 
Je1aware 3ay 

C:rc:.1rrlDolar - :~lo 

,!: 1 ant. a rea. 
::!"'i)m Sarents sea 
~es~~a(a to 3af;:~ 
!s:aro d~a S0~t"
'Nd r:J ~c ::;~ 

Growth 

'leach 60'; of fflaX imum 
size by aqe 3 

.195 .216 
L""= 40.79 39.58 

Max. age = 19 yr 
Max. 1 engt~ = 43 ern 

Fastest in 1st yr & de
creases in each fcl10'~ing 
yr 

• =.861 
L"",=21 em 

Max. age = 6 yr 
Max. lengtn = 30 cm 

~ate ".3.2 cm/yr 

< ="1 not available 
L-' j 

Max. age = 30 jr 
!>lax. length 110 C:'1 

10 cmlyr 
Long lived 

< 'J L ,= no t ava I laol e 

:-lax. age' 30 yr 
Max. length = 122 em 

Slower in northeniy 

~::es not 'vaila~le 
Max. age 18 vr 
Max. ~enqth g8 em 

'~ax. age = 6-7 
'1a". h:ngth ;.rn 

\caraDace) 

Age range in 
fis~ed oopul ations 

2-15 jn 

Catch dominated by 
2-3 yn fish 

1 -6 yr 
Curing 1974·1976 aoe 

Jroup ()+ and 1·" 
fis~ dominated catch . 

~o informat;on available 

Range - not known 
May sustain ,"oderate 

fiShing mortal ity rates 
Primarily by-catch 

'~c, al/ana~le data 

.1 .. 10 y'r" 
Jam; nant ages not 
available 

:n 1977 age }+ shrimo 
dominated catcn 

26 

Rec ru itment 

No available data 

qecruitment lower than 
average; trend of de
creasing age at recruit
ment since 1970; 1971 yr 
class was ~ost abundant 

Age at entry = 0+ 

~o available data 

No available data 

NO available data 

Estimate decline over 95, 
during 1969- 1977 

:nter fishery at 1 yr 
,ecru; tment seems to ~e 

related :0 :oath temp· 
erature and to rernov. I s 
of oarent 50awnlng stocks. 

Maturi ty 

"Iature at age 2 

Spawns 'lay-Aug, 
Peaks May-mid-Jul 

Mature at age 1·2 

Spawns "'.~ to SW GIl 
May·Aug. 

Peaks in Jul 

Mature at age 9+ 

Young born Nov-Jan 

Ovovi vi parus 
Young born Nov-Jan 
2 yr cycle 

."ature at age 4 i! 
5 9 

Soawn spring, sUllITIer t 

and early autumn 
according to latitude 

¥'s between 5-9 yr 

!' s between 2·3 yr 

Spawns Sep·Oct 

~ermaohroditic rJ'. 2 

rI" s ma ture age 
2 '5 matcre age 

°eak "atc~inQ occurs 
in iate Feb" - ear1y Mar 

tcont'd) 



Table 3. cont'd 

Natura 1 
~ortality 

SCUP (cont.) 

fishing 
)<brta 1 i ty 

Current data 
:lot available 

BUTT:,F;SH Icont.) 

M=O.3 F increased "rof!' 
.21 in 1968 to 
.87 in 1974 and 
~ad droppea since 
;:hen due to ;:he 
reduction of :l'1e 
foreign fishing 

SPINY DOGF;SH ~cont.) 

Low be Not known 
cause ::cq
fish have 
few:1atural 
e~emies ana 
abunaa:,ce re
'Dains h~gh 

desoi te 'ow 
repro<lUcti-ie 
rate 

'io:. "newn ~ot known 

r:;C::AN POUT (cont. ') 

Not Known ~ot known 

:-1=0.25 Average af acorox 
~ppear to 1.5 duri1g 1973-
~ncrease ~977. 

ficant1y 

hatching 

~bundance 

qank 4 
Historical fluctuat,ons in Dooulations size 
Dca:r.atic reouction from 1960-1970. [ncreased 
landings since !970 indicates resurgence, 
however 1978 survey 1ndex is 36;; less than 
1967-1978 average. 

Rank 3 
Autumn surveys indicate 20' decline from 
1967-1g74 
Minimum biomass 1969- 1973 = 61,000 ': 
19i6 stock size ... 32 J OOO T, iowest 
served "or 1968- 19'6 period 
1978 survey index is 15 less than :?67-
1978 average but still in 'ISY range 

qank 4 
l\ange 0" biomass: from i 
.-litn -;.. 2u.O()O T/yr eaten 
i973 survey index snows no si91if~eant 
<:nange from 1967-1978 average 

qa.""K 4 
18,:OG T standinq :rcp est'm.a:e J:sed cn 
1968-1974 data . 
1978 survey ~ndex 1$ 11 -]re3ter' :::'!a r 

19E;-~978 average 

Rank l 
')ec:ir,es in survey abundance Jf 80(': from SNE 
area ~ 33°, G3 froir :?E3-i97~. 
~owever. 1978 index ~s l3~ greater t~en 19€7· 
1973 ana 'anaings ha.e ~ncreased 
since 

:Zank 2 
~as jec~ined ov~r 90~ S1nce :ate 1960's 
ana c~rrentl'l reMains at Jery ~epressed 
! evel . 

MSY 

Minimum sustainable 
yield es~imated at 
15,000 T 

:)e!T',ersa I 
Ex:e"s seasona: ~iarat~Jns 
: nShore surm1er sroul"c.S to offshore 
wi nter (]fou:1ds 

Max. catch at >0.1 is offshore; ITl1xed groun,df. 

14,500- 21 ,500 T depen~- Pl' cemersa 1 
'no Qn a: entry e agIo 
into 

~c ,COO -; 

,,'leW" 

Move .:;ffsr:cre i~ ~a:e a .... ::Jmn dnc 
S,Jil1€Wh3~ s,)LJtr. ~nsr.ur,: ~ig'f'3.ticn 

r. ";pr 

De ~ .?I!'j't :::' Ser;;~ -de!OlerS-'11 

50awn c;fs~cre wi~:ert begir 
southward ~~~r1tion in OCt, ret~f" 
nQrt:1 in :3":e s:;rfng 

C'fter. ''::J.'JS''lt and -::~S:':3:('~ed 'r-: S,JrTirrer 
Qottcr ~¥'2 .... ~ ;-;STle"·G~ 

;~ras ::c 'es 1 ons ha~e :aus~,: 

jec("e~5e ;~, ::::rnrr:€''f'(";2" '):' .. e, 

si'1te:
f:')L.;r(:: 

s:-6.w~~ - T:a. 1 2S 
l<i:e::e" ,.,a~€ rS ': 



Table 3. cont'd 

Geographic range; 
stock structure Growth 

Age range ; n 
fished populations Recrui tment ~aturjty 

~.---------------------------------------------------------------------------

:rom New Brunswick 
to GeorgI a 

1; ~ain fisnable S~QCk 
. winters of'snore f'A 

Soec~es south D~ 'C 
auestiol",able 

From Sreenlanc, labraoor~ 
ana '/lwfouo.;I. to 'L 

S:OCk struc:~re In
cer:aln~ so~e acpear 
:0 mi 9rd te thru G3 to 
SU1'11!"rer cone. cff 
~ewfo:.Jr,ol; SOMe siJ,m.er 
on G8-Gf' 

:-"'D!TI '~O"d SCCtld ":J 
Florida 

Mainlj fouM at 
edge of shelf 

Tota I 0 and SQUID 

:;\1 etlant. 
Pr1mar11y o~fShore. 

GM~ GBJ SNE. ~A 

1 ,C .. l ,5 em/mOnth 

Few fish found Ov!!r 
2 yrs 

~ax. 3 irs 
~ax. :: 40 em 

Faster growi~g ~han 
101 

1; vej 
cmlM 

~ew fisr ~ound ~'1e-r 
i yr 

'lax. age = 2 yrS 
Max, 1 ength ;; .10 cm 

Fast gr0w;og 

'<1ax. ace = 14 yrs 
"'ax. len~th 114 

Slow growth rate 

, ~ } not available 

"ax. age = 40-50 yrs 
~ax. ~ength :: ~25 :~ 

5 mo - 2 yrs 

I yr 0 I ds oredomi na te 
catch 

6-18 mos 

1 yr predOfrl1 na te 
ca ten 

1 -3 'irs 

1-3 yr ~1 15 N!!r!! bu1 k 
of samOled fish 

~10 avai1aol data 

0" overall basis the 
bulk of the yields 
are +:a:<en of anima ~ s 
2-5 irs 8' age 

28 

70% dec; ine in 
ore-reuui t 
individuals 
(autumn 1978) 

(5-6 mas) 

Ratio is 17-1 for 
1'16'1-1974 

rmproved over 1 as t few 
tears, pre-recruits 
for 1978 was second 
highest in time series. 

(5-12 em\ 

Qatio is 5.46-1 for 1968-
1974; probably minil1lal due 
to snort time series. 

No available dat3 

'~Q ava i 1 ab 1 e data 

un ':he average recruit .. 
l1!!nt probably occ~rs at 
age 2. 

Spawners die 
afterwa rds so age at 
rna turity ; s about equa I 
to maximum age of indi
vidual 

Soawns May-Sep inshore 

Same as 101190 

Assumed: spawns Oec-Jul 
in deep water offshore 
areas. 

Mabre at age 2-5 

Spawns "Iay-Jun 

Age of 1st maturity be~~een 
6- 13 yrs 

Spa .. n from Mar-Sep 

NOt aVdilable. 

tcont'dl 



Table 3. cont'd 

Na tura 1 
~orta; i ty 

iii gn 110r

tal i:y 
after 
spawn i ng. 

Fishlng 
Marta Ii ty 

rLLSX (conL) 

M=l. 56 Not known 
Heavy 
~ast 

spawni~g 

morta 1 j tj 
after 1 
yr of age. 

9LUEfISH (cant.) 

~=O.2 Current i eve 1 5 
Of catch are at 
about ~SY level 

Ca tches averaged 
1975-1978 
88,200 T 

71lEFISrl (c~nt. 

~.ot 

ava i 1 
abie 

:ota I "!NF ISH and squID (cont.) 

Fo' 
bulk 
Of 
f;shery 
oi amass 
~'=a. 25 
.. auld ~e 
aopro
priate 
a"erage 

Probably about 3.4 

Abundance 

qank 2 
Autumn surveys from 1967 inaicated 
general increase, but trend nas been 
downward in 1977-197S. 
Minimum biomass ranqe: 14,OOO-S2,OGO T 

Population size ranqe: 1,100-4,800 T 
minion indlViduals (lo"est since 1971). 

Rank 3 
Survey 'ndices were we11 be10w :0 yr a"Veraqe 
in al1 but SNE area - increased in 1978 :0 
':9:'6 ievel OF hu~n abundance by rumber, r:ow
every wei tow was 39" 1 ess ehan in] 976 j n
dicat:ng smaner individuals (second hlg~est 
since 1968). 

'aok 4 
1976 survey index is 13; ~reater than 
1967-19i3 average 

lr'creasec sinc~ the 1960's stabie 
level in the 1970's 

'lanK ·1 
~ot available 

qank 2 
Biomass declined uo ~o 59'; '963-1974 

Since 1975, total biomass levels aopear 
~o have increased significantly 

'lSY 

SNE. GB, MA 
a4,COO T 

G1", SNE, GB, I'A 
30,000 T 

G~l; of St. Law\". 
3"d ~rand Sank ?f 
"I"fcundl. 
120,000 T 

89, JOO T 

900,COO • ~i9!6) 

~u,s. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1981-701-242/20 
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3y-:atchl 
D;s~ribution 

:n~ensiye by-cote!"', both offshcre 
and insnore~ "txtur!;. 8utterf'so 
~ s ~he l'!'!ajor oy-::a ten. 

Basically oelagic~ out ireqU€'1t5 
ne3r-bottam waters 

Migrate inshore eac~ S:Jr1n~ to 
scawn and ~ffshore in winter 

Intensive by-catch botli offshore 
3.nd inshol"e. ~i}:_tures of grouncf, 
soecies tdken when f~sned near 
:JottQl!1. 

~ove offShore in dut:J:T1h. ~:1t;) ·~eeper, 

'",dT"Tler water. 

~~ot Sl'Jf11~icant' ,cished CC<1lr"er ... 
C 1 ali f ~ 

Pelaglc 

':"ggre~at~ons t(a'Je~ nor,:nWd"':j 'J 

snrinq ~nd S:.l~r::er, southwa)"'::: in 
Tel ~ and wi n":e r 

~otst=r dnlj SJr.her ';:1 w· 

·'';"'c.t1e t"'3:'o'!t: :crmer:: 
n;mDers wo~l: ~ot je s;~~j~~c3rt 

'Jernef"sa 1 


